  
 


 
 
 
	
		 
	
 
	
	Vanilla levling horde guide
 
	 The quests and grinding sessions included are sequenced to get you to level 60 as fast as possible! 
Aug 9, 2020 ·  Comprehensive guide to leveling a character in WoW Classic from 1-60, including class tips, dungeon grinding advice, quest routes, leveling zone order, and best addons.  Here you can find Guides, News, Tools, Forums, and more for WoW Classic, TBC Classic, WotLK, Cataclysm, & Dragonflight! Recent News
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Horde Leveling Guide; DK Starter Area; Class Guides-Short
	live
	 Requires level 30
	 Fly to Camp Taurajo
	
Leveling Vanilla Alchemy 1 - 155
	 Let us introduce you to the first part of our Horde leveling guide

 Leveling Methods: Questing and/or Dungeons 4
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	 This guide is for the "Vanilla" Engineering skill in  
Sep 27, 2023 ·  You can read more on Goblin and Gnomish Engineering in our guide - Engineering Leveling 1-300 Guide - WoW Classic
 Depending on your character's level and starting zone, some zones will be easier to travel to than others
 
Welcome to Wowhead's Classic WoW General Horde Leveling Guide! In this guide, we will talk about when and where to level with a Horde character to ensure that you are leveling efficiently

Vanilla Leveling Guide Horde Side 1-60 4 Days /Played 01) Turn in "Return to the Bulwark" and "A Plague Upon Thee"  accept "A Plague Upon Thee" part2
 Leveling Methods: Questing and/or Dungeons 4
 Leveling in WoW Classic is a slow, lengthy process, but you can reach max level in a fraction of the time with our fully in-game Leveling Guides
 Alliance Leveling Guide; Horde Leveling Guide; DK Starter Area; Class Guides-Short

They’ve released step-by-step leveling guides for WoW Classic, which show you exactly how to level any character to 60 (or more) in a very streamlined manner
 The guide will take you across the best alliance quests in the most efficient way (Broken up into zones), which will allow you to level up quickly
 50 x Linen Bandage - 50 Linen Cloth

Horde Leveling Guide The guide will take you across the best Horde quests in the most efficient way (Broken up by zone), this will allow you to level up quickly in Wrath of the
 Overview of the Alchemy profession in WoW Classic, considered one of the best professions for the powerful endgame consumables you can craft for PvE and PvP content
 The guides in this module supply information based on the chosen faction, group size, race, and class
live
 Alliance
Show Gift Cards
 For a more streamlined leveling guide, you can check out CWL 1-60 Leveling Guide module created by Navak and Egregious on ClassicWoW
 In Grom’gol, get the following quests if you don’t have them already (if you didn’t follow my last chapter): [41]Mok’thardin’s enchantment – the one where you must get 10 Jungle Stalker Feathers
 You'll find the best spec, best gear, addons, to be the first Shaman lvl 60!  Horde PVP : Orc Blood Fury - Burst burst burst ! Can use it with trinket

Best Alliance Race for Warrior Leveling in Hardcore WoW Gnome is the safest leveler on Alliance, with Escape Artist to get you out of roots and slows, to get out of situations that might kill any other Warrior

For more detailed leveling routes, you can check out our Alliance and Horde leveling route guides
 All you need to do is open the wide variety of footlockers and junkboxes you find across Azeroth
  Rokman is a World of Warcraft veteran, having played in Vanilla, The Burning Crusade, and Wrath of the Lich King
 Draenei characters have +10 Jewelcrafting skill because of their passive Gemcutting, and Kul Tiran characters have +5 from the trait Jack of All Trades

For more detailed leveling routes, you can check out our Alliance and Horde leveling route guides
 Your grinding will be much faster and more efficient and somewhat less tedious
 WoW Classic Instances by Level Progressing through the guide, we do have more specific info about each dungeon, but below is a comprehensive list of all Classic Dungeons by recommended level ranges
 Go to the Ruins of Stardust to the west and collect 5 Handful of Stardust

	 
	 

 
	
 
		 
	 
	 Kitta Firewind (A) is located at The Tower of Azora in Elwynn Forest, at the top level of the tower
 
	
	 
Nov 26, 2023 ·  Raw Whitescale Salmon is a very high-level fish, requiring a minimum level of 330 to catch and 425 to avoid "your fish got away"	
 
	 
	 
	 At this point in time, you can learn Thorium Bracers, which is greatly easier and cheaper to make and can be efficiently created until 285
 
	
	 Whether you're stepping into Classic (including Hardcore), reliving the adventures with Season of Discovery, or conquering Wrath of the Lich King, our expert strategies will guide you to level up efficiently	
 
	 
	 
	
 
	